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ABSTRACT A lot of effort and time is utilized in the planning and building of the cellular wireless networks
to use minimum infrastructural components to provide the best network coverage as well as delivery of
quality of service. Generally, path loss models are used for the prediction of wireless network coverage.
Therefore, detailed knowledge of the appropriate path loss model suitable for the proposed geographical
area is needed to determine the coverage quality of any wireless network design. However, to the best of
our knowledge, despite the importance of path loss models, as used for the prediction of wireless network
coverage, there doesn’t exist any comprehensive survey in this field. Therefore, the purpose of this paper
is to survey the existing techniques and mechanisms which can be addressed in this domain. Briefly,
the contributions of this paper are: (1) providing a comprehensive and up to date survey of the various network
coverage prediction techniques, indicating the different frequency ranges the models were developed, (2) the
different suitable terrains for each of the model and the best suit mobile generation were presented, and lastly,
(3) providing comparative analysis to aid the planning and implementation of the cellular networks.

INDEX TERMS Path loss model, prediction, wireless, propagation scenarios, mobile generations, signal.

I. INTRODUCTION

The remarkable changes experienced by the development of
mobile communication system over the last few years has
led to severe challenges to the planning of mobile wireless
networks. This fruition journey of the first-Generation (1G)
network started back in the year 1979 and has progressed to
the presently explored Fifth Generation (5G) network. Each
new generation is usually built upon the present generation’s
needs, which led to research and development for a bet-
ter technology that will accommodate the needs, capacities,
proper availability to the end-user. With this exponential
increase in the use of mobile-connected devices as well as
the constant expansion of mobile communication networks,
the effective provision of the coverage of the mobile networks
is imperative for the delivery of quality of service (QoS) [1].
Radio propagation can be defined as the behaviour of radio
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waves experienced while signals are transmitted from one
point to another [2]. Such phenomena like absorptions, reflec-
tions, scattering, refractions, among others, affect the radio
wave [3]. Therefore, mobile network coverage prediction is
a vital and essential task in the planning and deployment of
cellular technology.

Unlike the other communication systems, the most com-
plex among them is the wireless communication system,
due to channel fading characteristics, which are decided
based on the environment where radio propagation occurs.
Furthermore, each terrain or environment has a defining char-
acteristic of propagation [4]. Therefore, the determination of
the specific propagation model to predict the coverage area in
a different environment is important.

Before the mass deployment of cellular networks, detailed
knowledge of the wireless channel model, as well as the
propagation models, are essential. The channel model illus-
trates the characteristic of how the transmitted signal can
be affected based on medium and environmental conditions.
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The effects of the propagated signals are usually mathe-
matically represented. In other words, the channel model
addresses the medium in which the signal is transmitted.
On the other hand, propagation models predict the distance
the signal will travel before attenuation, which is the cov-
erage area of the transmitted signal. The propagation mod-
els require the properties of the proposed geographical area
to determine the coverage quality of any wireless network
design.
Various researches on channel prediction techniques had

been carried out [5]–[9] for various wireless channel sys-
tems such as multiple input and multiple output systems
(MIMO) [10]–[13]. Reference [14] surveyed wireless chan-
nel standardized models and radio propagation models for
MIMO systems while [15] presented the preliminary out-
comes of extensive research on mmWave massive MIMO.
Some of the models discussed are not only used for
cellular communication but other wireless systems such as
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) [16], [17], digital terrestrial
television (DTT) system [18], Digital Video Broadcasting -
Terrestrial DVB-T [19], [20].
Conventionally, the cellular coverage map is built by ser-

vice providers using a time consuming and an expensive
campaign known as a drive-test. The Radio Frequency (RF)
parameters are subject to various tuning process to determine
the optimum values. According to various researches, the
prediction of network coverage areas theoretically, is quite
difficult to actualize [21]–[24]. However, wireless net-
work coverage prediction can be solved mathematically by
using computer algorithms (software simulations) and initial
assumptions for the planning of any wireless communication
networks, and it mathematically estimates the anticipated
network characteristics which assist in the design process.
The models are expected to be as precise as possible for the
easier development of wireless networks [25].
On the other hand, the frequency bands have been

exploited worldwide for various mobile wireless communi-
cation infrastructures. As a result of this, organizations were
set up to govern the worldwide allocation of spectrum for
the 5G networks systems. These organizations to provide the
guidelines are the International Telecommunication Union
for Radiocommunication sector (ITU-R) [26] and the World
Radio Conference (WRC-15) [27]. Presently, all wireless
systems make use of spectrum in the range 300MHz to 3GHz
band while the future communication network (5G and so on)
will use the millimeter wave (mmWave) band as the channel.
These frequency bands are known to have different channel
propagation characteristic that affects signal transmission.
Therefore, the accurate selection of the propagation model
for different frequency bands and terrains is essential.
In this paper, a comprehensive comparative and up to date

study of the various network coverage prediction techniques
at different frequency ranges, the best suit mobile generation,
as well as the suitable terrains for each of the models was
carried out. It had also provided a comparative analysis to
aid the planning and implementation of the cellular networks.

The paper focuses on the propagation models for large-scale
fading in mobile communication.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
highlights related work. Section III discusses the propagation
phenomena of wireless propagation. In Section IV, the var-
ious propagation models used for coverage prediction for
cellular communications are discussed. In Section V, the clas-
sification of the models is presented. Section VI discussed the
emerging technology, and finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Over the years, many studies have investigated and surveyed
the propagation models for various frequency bands in dif-
ferent environments (indoor and outdoor) and scenarios (line
of sight and non-line of sight). Most of the surveys done
had focused mainly on a few PL models. Prior research had
focused on models applicable to one or two of the cellular
communication networks. Table 1 presents a comparison of a
few surveyed and reviewed research work on PL models.

III. PROPAGATION PHENOMENA

Themechanism for wireless propagation is quite complicated
and diverse. Signals are not bonded to any physical conductor
or cable like the case of wired transmission; instead, it makes
use of EMwave, which is an unguided and unbounded system
for the transmission of signals through the medium. Due to
the attenuation of the transmitted signals, such phenomena
like diffraction, reflections, scattering, refractions, among
others, affect the radio wave [28], as illustrated in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1. Illustration of the propagation phenomena.

Diffraction occurs in a scenario where the transmitted sig-
nal encounters an obstructing structure whose size is larger
than the wavelength of the transmitted signal [29]. It allows
signals to be transmitted around the surface of the earth’s
curve. The signals are usually diffracted at a sharp edge of
the large structure where the waves are scattered. Diffraction
occurs in Non-Line of Sight (NLoS) scenarios, irrespective
of the environment (Rural or Urban) [28], making it possible
to provide effective mobile coverage in urban areas.
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TABLE 1. Comparison of related work on path loss models.

Scattering is the redirection of a transmitted signal away
from its initial propagation direction, usually due to encoun-
tering of objects with smaller or comparable wavelength to
that of the transmitted signal, causing the signal to spread
out (scatter) into a various number of directions. Scattered
waves in mobile communication systems could be formed by
rough or bumpy surfaces as well as small objects, such as
foliage, street signs, lamp posts, and building stairs. Among
the phenomena mentioned, the prediction of scattering is
the most difficult [30]. Therefore, comprehensive knowledge
of various object physical details is useful in the accurate
prediction of scattered signals.
Reflection occurs when a signal impinges a solid surface

with dimensions that are much wider than the transmitted
signal wavelength resulting in the reflection of the transmitted
signal in another direction [31]. When a wave is reflected,
it could either cause an increase or decrease of the overall

strength of the received signal depending on the phase sum of
the NLoS and LoS components of the transmitted signal at the
endpoint. Furthermore, the received signal level tends to be
unstable, where lots of waves are reflected. This phenomenon
is usually referred to as multipath fading [28].

Generally, the atmospheric refractive index is always
changing, resulting in the refraction of radio waves. The
knowledge of radio wave refraction is essential in the design-
ing of the wireless system since the EM waves do propagate
along a curved line and not a straight line. This makes the cov-
erage area of a base station to be habitually larger. However,
the signal strength of the received signal fluctuates, too, due
to the variations of the atmospheric parameters. Multipath
fading also causes fluctuation of the received signal around
its mean value at certain locations. Therefore, modelling of
the signal received is a combination of small-scale fading as
well as the large-scale fading effects.
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IV. PROPAGATION MODELS

Signals transmitted over the RF channel of mobile commu-
nications are subject to losses due to fading, scattering, pen-
etration losses, among others. These problems can be easily
reduced if the propagation characteristic of the channel can be
predicted using propagation models. These are set of mathe-
matical expressions, algorithms as well as diagrams used for
representing the characteristics of an RF of a given scenario
and environment. These mathematical equations are used
for estimating the transmitter signal strength in a particular
terrain. Themodels are usually designed for distinct scenarios
due to factors such as the operating frequency, the distance
between the transmitter and receiver, weather conditions,
among others [25]. Overestimation or underestimation of
path loss (PL) occurs when the wrong model is chosen for
a scenario as well as the wrong prediction of interference
between the cells [36]. An understanding of PL in a given
geographical area provides better network planning. PL is
the decrease of an electromagnetic wave power density as
it spreads or travels through a medium, and it is illustrated
by (1)

PL (dB) = 10 log

(

Pt

Pr

)

(1)

where Pt is the transmitted power and Pr is the received
power.

PL is subject to many parameters such as transmitter
power, the transmitter, the receiver antenna type and its gain,
the receiver power, the structure of the channel, the effect
of the refraction, reflection, and diffraction. The purpose of
PL modelling is to estimate the extent of the radio signal
attenuation over a distance, which is essential for designing
the wireless network systems [37].

In mobile communications, transmitted signals arrive at a
receiver unit via multiple paths. The signal along each path
experiences different path delay with respect to the line of
sight (LoS) because each path distance taken between the
receiver and transmitters is larger than the LoS path distance.
The signal along the multipath experience attenuation due to
the terrain makeup of those paths and arrive at the receiver at
different angles of arrival (AOA) [38]–[40]. The estimate of
the delay and joint angle for these multipath signals is deter-
mined by adaptive processing methodology [33]. Stochastic
processes are usually applied by fading models in describing
the distribution of the signal received, and these models are
beneficial for the simulation of the propagation channels to
predict the coverage area as well as the system performance.
The models are generally derived from the data acquired as
a result of lots of measurement campaign carried out and are
usually designed for frequency ranges [41].

In the deployment of mobile communication, three differ-
ent types of environments are majorly considered, namely:
Rural, Suburban, and Urban. These give insight into the vari-
ous environment or areas where wireless communications are
deployed. The Rural Area usually do not have big obstacles
such as tall buildings or trees in the path of the propagated
signals, influence of terrain height. Suburban areas are

villages that are populated with buildings and trees. Still, an
average height, interferences are mild, while the Urban Area
are big cities with the enormous structure of building with
several floors or bigger village that has scattered thick and
tall trees.

Generally, propagation models can be classified based on
the principle approach used in the development of themodels,
which are empirical models and deterministic models. Table 2
highlights some of the notations and parameters used in this
paper.

TABLE 2. Summary of notation and parameters.

Empirical Models (Statistical Model): Empirical models
are developed from observations and measurements. These
models are based on extensive experimental data and statisti-
cal analysis, which enable us to compute the received signal
level in a given propagation medium. An empirical model
considers all environmental impacts or effects on the develop-
ment of the model. Unfortunately, the model is more accurate
and effective when it is deployed in environments that are
similar to the environment where it was developed [42]. For
this reason, the models are more accurate and suitable at the
area where the measurement campaigned was carried out and
needs adaption for different areas. Some of the known and
widely used empirical models for the prediction of network
coverage area are discussed. The PL models are given in dB
except otherwise stated.

A. FREE SPACE LOSS

The FSPL model is the simplest PL model [43], used for
predicting an RF signal strength at a specific distance in free
space. Equation (2) shows the relationship between the power
of the transmitter and the receiver, where (3) illustrates the
FSPL in dB

Pr = PtGteGre

(

λ

4πd

)2

(2)

FSPL = 20

(

log (d) + log (f ) +

(

4π

C

))

− Gte − Gre

(3)
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where Pr is received power, Pt is transmitted power, Gte
is transmitter antenna gain, Gre is receiver gain, λ is the
wavelength, d is the transmitter, and the receiver distance,
f is the carrier frequency, and C is the speed of light.
Free space means a clear and unobstructed line-of-sight

transmitter to receiver (T-R) terrain. The free space propa-
gation model predicts that the received power Pr decays as
a function of the distance d between the transmitter and the
receiver. In reality, reflection, diffraction from objects, and
other losses occur and must be considered while approximat-
ing the signal strength at any location.

B. OKUMURA ET AL. MODEL

This is the simplest model used for estimating PL, and it
gives excellent accuracy in the PL estimation in wireless
communication systems. It is a widely used model for net-
work coverage prediction in urban areas but limited by tall
blocking structures. A study was carried out by Okumura [44]
to determine the reduction in power density over distance in
the city of Tokyo, Japan. The data collected were used in
developing the model. The basic prediction formula is shown
by (4):

PLMean = FSPL + A (f , d) − G (hte) − G (hre) − GArea

(4)

where PLMean is the PL median value, FSPL is the free
space propagation loss, A (f , d), is the median attenuation as
a function of the selected frequency f , and the corresponding
distance between the base station (BS) and the mobile station
(MS). G (hte) and G (hre) , are the Gain factors in dB for
the antenna of BS (transmitter) and that of MS (receiver
respectively. hte and hre are the effective heights of the base
station and the mobile unit, respectively. GArea, is the gain
due to the type of terrain the system is operating. The value of
A (f , d) and GArea can be obtained from the empirical curves
whileG (hte) andG (hre) values are calculated from formulas,
as shown in the Eqns. (5a-5c).

G (hte) = 20log
hte

200
, 100 ≤ hte, 30mG (hte) (5a)

G (hre) = 10log
hre

3
, hre ≤ 3m (5b)

G (hre) = 20log
hre

3
, 10m > hre > 3m (5c)

This model was designed for the frequency range of 150MHz
to 1.92GHz (typically extended up to 3 GHz) with cell diam-
eters of 1 to 100 km, the BS Antenna height ranging from
30m - 1 km and 1-10 m antenna height for MS. It is very
practical and has become a standard for system planning
in Japan. The major disadvantage of this model is its slow
response to rapid changes in terrain profile.

Information on the terrain, such as average slope and ter-
rain modulation height, can be qualitatively incorporated in
the model [45].

C. OKUMURA-HATA MODEL

Hata is an extension of the Okumura model [46], and the
model formula was derived from the Okumura’s curves
to make it applicable to different terrains apart from
Tokyo [25]. A lot of propagation models are extensions of
the Okumura-Hata model. The model is suited in the con-
figuration for large cells, where the BS is higher than any
surrounding obstacles. Scattering, refraction, and diffraction
is the main propagation loss for this model [36]. The model
has its limitations based on frequency, range as well as the BS
height since it is amacrocell model. Themodel is designed for
the frequency range of 150 MHz to 1.5Ghz, which is shorter
than that of the Okumura model. The BS and MS effective
heights are in the range of 30-200m and 1-10m, respectively,
and for a distance of 1 km-20 km.

Okumura-Hata models have two forms. The PL of the first
form is illustrated by (6):

PL = FSPL + Aexc − Hcb − Hcm (6)

where FSPL is already known, Aexc is the excess PL (as a
function of distance and frequency) whileHcb andHcm are the
correction factors for BS and MS, respectively. The second
form is the most common form used, which was derived from
the curve fitting of Okumura’s original results. The model is
expressed by (7)

PLUrban = 69.55 + 26.16log(fc) − 13.82 log (hte) − a(hre)

+ (44.9 − 6.55loghte) log(d) + Cm (7)

where frequency fc is given inMHz, d is the distance between
BS and MS in km, hte and hre are the effective heights of
both the BS and MS, respectively. Cm is dependent on the
environment. The correction factor for theMS antenna height
is the a(hre), usually a function of the coverage area size.

The model assumes no presence of dominant obstacles
between the BS and the MS, and that the terrain profile
changes only slowly [47], unfortunately, these assumptions
are not binding in many other terrains, hence, the correction
of the model to estimate the propagation loss accurately [48].
Therefore, the mobile correction factors a(hre) of the MS
antenna height for the different area are represented by (8)
through (13) as:
Small-to-medium-sized cities;

a (hre) = (1.1log(fc) − 0.7) hre−(1.56log(fc)−0.8)Cm=0

(8)

Large cities;

a (hre) =

{

8.29 (log1.54hre)
2 − 1.1, for f ≤300MHz

3.2 (log11.75hre)
2−4.97, for f ≥300MHz

Cm = 0 (9)

Suburban area:

Cm = −2
[

log
(

fc
/

28
)]2

− 5.4 (10)
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Therefore, the PL for the suburban environment is stated
in (11)

PLSuburban = PLUrban − 2
[

log
(

fc
/

28
)]2

− 5.4 (11)

For rural area

Cm = −4.78 [log (fc)]
2 + 18.33log (fc) − 40.98 (12)

Therefore, the PL for the rural environment is stated in (13)

PLrural =PLurban−4.78 [log (fc)]
2+18.33log (fc) − 40.98

(13)

Additionally, the a (hre) function in the rural and suburban
environments is the same as the small-to-medium-sized cities.

D. COST CHANNEL MODELS

The Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) is a
European funded program. COST 207 [49] was the first
channel model derived for the standardization of GSM.
Unfortunately, the PL model for different propagation sce-
narios was not considered. Rather, a different environment
of four power-delay profile was accounted for [50]. The
COST 231 [51] models focused on the PL models result-
ing in COST Hata models and COST Walfish-Ikegami. The
COST 231 described further in the sub-section A as:

1) COST 231-HATA MODEL

The frequency range limitation of the Okumura-Hata model
was solved in the COST 231-Hata model [51]. The model is
the advancement of the Hata model, which was developed to
accommodatemore elaborated frequency ranges up to 2GHz,
frequency which is used for 2G and 3GCellular network [52].
Experimental measurements were carried out in several cities
in Europe by the European Union Forum for cooperative
scientific research to develop the model [46]. The model is
useful in predicting the coverage area in urban environments
at a frequency range of 1.5 GHz to 2 GHz. One of its key
advantages is the availability of correction factors for rural
(flat), urban, as well as the suburban environments [52], [53].
The PL is computed using (14) as:

PLCOST = 46.3 + 33.9log(fc) − 13.82 log (hte) − a (hre)

+ (44.9 − 6.55 log (hte)) log(d) + Cm (14)

where the correction factor

Cm =

{

0dB, suburban environments

3dB, for urban environment

For suburban and rural areas

a (hre) = (1.1log(fc) − 0.7) hre − (1.56log(fc) − 0.8)

(15)

For urban areas

a (hre) = 3.2 (log11.75hre)
2 − 4.97,& for f > 400MHz

(16)

2) COST-231-WALFISCH-LKEGAMI MODEL

This model was developed by the combination of J. Walfisch
and F. Ikegami models. The model was then enhanced by
the COST 231 project [54]–[56]. The model employs the
theoretical Walfisch-Bertoni model [57] to acquire multiple
diffraction loss for BS antenna heights but usesmeasured data
for low BS antenna heights. The model gives accurate path
loss estimation by considering both LoS and Non-Line of
sight (NLoS) scenarios, building height causing obstruction,
the street width, and other urban environment factors [58].
This makes it very suitable for suburban and rural area path
loss prediction [59]. It is developed for urban areas and it
takes into consideration obstructing building height and street
width as well as other factors related to the urban environ-
ment. This model is developed to distinguishes between the
NLoS and LoS scenarios.

For the LoS, the total path loss is given by (17):

PLLOS = 42.6 + 26 log d + 20 log f (17)

For the NLoS, the model consists of three basic components
which are L0 for free-space loss, Lrts for diffraction and scat-
tering losses from rooftop to street and Lms for themultiscreen
diffraction loss, the total path loss is given by (18)

PLNLOS =

{

L0 + Lrts + Lms, Lrts + Lms > 0

L0, Lrts + Lms ≤ 0
(18)

where each component is defined as

L0 = 32.4 + 2 log d + 20 log f

(19a)

Lrts = −16.9 − 10logW + 10logf + 20log1hm + Lori

(19b)

Lms = Lbsh + ka + kd log d + kf log f + 9 logB (19c)

where B is the distance between the buildings. Lbsh is the
shadowing gain, which occurs when the building rooftops
are lower than the BS antenna height and factor ka sig-
nify the increase of PL as a result of reduced BS antenna
height.

Consider this abbreviation; 1hte = hte−hroof . Lbsh and ka
are given by (20a) and (20b) respectively, which is given by:

Lbsh =

{

−18 log (1 + 1hte) , hte > hroof

0, hte ≤ hroof
(20a)

Ka =















54, hbase < hroof

54 − 0.81hte, d ≥ 0.5km&hroof ≤ hte

54 − 0.81hte
d

0.5
, d < 0.5km&hroof < hte

(20b)

The dependency of the losses due to multiscreen diffraction
are described by the terms kd and kf as a function of distance
and frequency of operation, respectively. The terms kd and kf
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are illustrated by (20c), and (20d) respectively:

kd =







18 − 15

(

1hte

hroof

)

, hte ≤ hroof

18, hte > hroof

(20c)

kf = −4















0.7

(

f

925
− 1

)

medium-sized and suburban

1.5

(

f

925
−1

)

metropolitan center

(20d)

while

Lori =











−10 + 0.354∅, 0◦ ≤ ∅ < 35
◦

2.5 + 0.075 (∅ − 35) , 35◦ ≤ ∅ < 55◦

4.0 − 0.114 (∅ − 55) , 55◦ ≤ ∅ ≤ 90◦

(20e)

From (19b), W is the width of the street in meters and
1hre = hroof − hre while Lori is illustrated in (20e)

The parameters’ definition is illustrated in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2. Model parameters definition.

COST-231-Walfisch-Ikegami model was developed to
predict PL for the frequency range 800 MHz - 2 GHz,
the BS antenna height range from 4 - 50m for a distance of
0.02 - 5 km. The height of theMS antenna is usually not more
than 3m [56].
The main drawback of the COST-231-Walfisch-Ikegami

model is that it does not take the multiple reflections from
buildings into consideration but focuses on the effects of the
roof to street diffraction [55]. Much research had gone into
improving themodel to accommodate themultiple diffraction
loss from buildings by using the deterministic image method
of ray tracing [59]. The estimation of multiple-diffraction
loss, as well as the final diffraction loss term performance
based on the Uniform Theory of Diffraction, was given
in [60], [61].

3) COST 259

This is a directional channel model (DCM), developed within
the initiative of the European research [62]. The research
was based on modelling the directional properties of the
channel, which gave further research studies to the diversity
and adaptive antenna systems. The model accommodated not
only the PL but most of the aspects of the wireless channel

such as fast fading, polarization as well as the delay and
angular spread [63]. Measurement in the frequency range of
0.45 - 5 GHz and bandwidths up to 10 MHz were used to
derive the model. This model is developed to distinguishes
between the NLoS and LoS scenarios.

For the LoS, the PL is given by (21):

PL (d) = max

(

hte − hB

hte

dCO − d

dCO
, 0

)

(21)

where dCO is a cut-off distance. All other parameters remain
as described.

For the NLoS, the PL is given by (17):
COST 231-Hata Model or COST-231-Walfisch-Bertoni

[57] can be used for the prediction of PL under the NLoS
conditions by applying some extensions [51], [64].

E. ECC-33 MODEL

The model was developed by the Electronic Communication
Committee (ECC) by extrapolating the original measurement
data from Okumura research [65], [66]. The Okumura model
and COST-231 model were both limited to the maximum
frequency of 1.5 GHz and 2 GHz, respectively. Still, with
the extrapolation method, the ECC-33 model was modified
to predict PL for frequency greater than 3 GHz [67]. It was
adapted for both medium and large cities and also can be used
for suburban and open areas due to the inclusion of correction
factors [68]. The model is more effective for the frequency
range of 700 MHz to 3.5 GHz [68]. In this model, the path
loss is given by (22)

PLECC (dB) = Afs + Abm − Gte − Gre (22)

where Afs is the free space attenuation, Abm is PL due to basic
median, Gte is the BS antenna gain factor and Gre is the MS
antenna gain factor. (23a) – (23c), individually define them.

Afs = 92.4 + 20 log10 (d) + 20 log10 f (23a)

Abm = 20.41 + 9.83 log10 (d)

+7.894 log10 f + 9.56[log10 f ]
2 (23b)

Gte = log

(

hte

200

)

[13.98 + 5.8(log(d))2] (23c)

where for medium cities is used (23d)

Gre = [42.57 + 13.7 log (f )][log (hre) − 0.585] (23d)

And, for large cities is used (23e)

Gre = 0.0759hre − 1.862 (23e)

F. ERICSSON 9999 MODEL

The Ericsson 9999 model [69] was developed by
Ericsson [70] as an extension or improvement of the
Okumura-Hata and Cost 231-Hata Models [69]. The param-
eters of the model can be adjusted per given scenario [25].
It was developed to accommodate frequency up to 2 GHz,
but the model could be adapted for higher frequencies and
different application scenarios due to the inclusion of tuning
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parameters in the model [36], [69]. In this model, the path
loss is given by (24) as:

PL = a0 + a1 log10 (d) + a2 log10 (hte)

+a3 log10 (hte) log10 (d) − 0.2
(

log10 11.75hre]
2
)

+g (f ) (24)

where g(f ) is given by (24a)

g (f ) = 44.49 log10 (f ) − 4.78
(

log10 (f )
)2

(24a)

and a0, a1, a2 and a3 values are given in Table 3

TABLE 3. Ericsson model parameters [71].

G. STANFORD UNIVERSITY INTERIM (SUI) MODEL

Stanford University, along with the 802.16 IEEE group [72],
conducted extensive research to develop a propagation
model suitable for the Worldwide Interoperability for
MicrowaveAccess (WiMAX) applications for suburban envi-
ronments [66]. The study led to the development of the SUI
propagation loss model, and the research was an advanced
work and analysis of the AT&T wireless research and that
of Erceg et al. [73]. The model is applicable for frequencies
above 1900 MHz [74]. In order to find the median PL, the
terrains are categorised into three groups A, B, C: Terrain A
denotes a terrainwith extreme PL due to hilly terrains and also
very densely populated. Terrain B represents an environment
with moderate PL, such as a suburban environment with
rare vegetation (hilly environment) or high vegetation (flat
terrain), while terrain C has the least PL condition, usually
flat area with light tree densities.
The general scenarios for the stated categories are as fol-

lows: Cells are lesser than 10 km in radius, the MS antenna
height is in the range of 2 m to 10 m, BS antenna height range
from 15 m to 40m with a high network coverage requirement
of 80% to 90%. The research lead to the development of three
types of the model, which are Basic SUI Model, SUI Model
with correction factors and Extended SUI Model.

1) BASIC SUI MODEL

This model was based on Erceg’s model [72], and it was IEEE
proposed to estimate PL for frequencies around 2 GHz and
withMS antenna height below 2m. themodel is quite suitable
for suburban environments [75].
The following (25) defines the PL median as:

PLB ( dB) = A+ 10γ log

(

d

d0

)

+ s (25)

where s is the shadowing effect dependent on the terrain with
value 8.2 dB < s< 10.6, d is the distance between BS and MS
antennas in m, d0 is 100 m (i.e. d > d0). A is given by (26a)

A = 20log

(

4πd0
λ

)

(26a)

where λ is the wavelength, γ is path loss exponent (PLE)
given by (26b):

γ = a− bhte +
c

hte
(26b)

where a, b and c are constants that depend on the terrain
category are given in Table 4.

TABLE 4. SUI model parameters [76].

2) SUI MODEL WITH CORRECTION FACTORS

This version is the most used in PL estimation. Correction
factors were introduced to cater for frequencies above 2 GHz
and MS antenna heights, hre, ranging between 2 and 10 m,
as illustrated by (27)

PLb ( dB)=A+ 10γ log

(

d

d0

)

+s+1Lbf +1Lbh (27)

where 1Lbf is the correction factor for the frequency
and 1Lbh, is the height correction factors defined
by (28a) and (28b), respectively.

1Lbf = 6.0log

(

f

2000

)

(28a)

1Lbh =















−10.8log

(

hre

2

)

terra in type A and B

−20log

(

hre

2

)

for terra in type C

(28b)

3) EXTENDED SUI MODEL

This extended SUI model [77] was IEEE 802.16 proposed
to modify the MS height correction factor 1Lbh in (42).
A new procedure for calculating the reference distance d0
was introduced by this modification, thereby, having a new
distance d ′

0 as seen in (30b). Therefore, the model median PL
is given by (29):

PLb

=















20log

(

4πd0
λ

)

, for d ≤ d ′
0

A+ 10γ log

(

d

d0

)

+ 1Lbf + 1Lbh, for d > d ′
0

(29)
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where A, d ′
0, γ , 1Lbf (frequency correction factor) and 1Lbh

(MS antenna height correction factor) are defined using (30a)
through (30e) as:

A = 20log

(

4πd ′
0

λ

)

(30a)

d ′
0 = d010

−

(

1Lbf +1Lbh
10γ

)

(30b)

γ = a− bhte +
c

hte
(30c)

1Lbf = 6.0log

(

f

2000

)

(30d)

1Lbh =















−10log

(

hre

3

)

, for h ≤ 3m

−20log

(

hre

3

)

, for h > 3m
(30e)

The SUI Model Parameters (Table 3 ) are used to calculate
the parameters a, b, c, and d0 of the model.

H. LEE PROPAGATION MODEL

The model was first proposed by William C. Y. Lee in
1982 [59]. The model quickly became widely used among
wireless system engineers and researchers due to its great
accuracy in propagation prediction [60], as well as tuning
of the model parameters for different local environments by
additional field measurements [12]. AMPS, DAMPS, IS-95,
PCS, are a few systems designed by using the model. The
model algorithm is fast and simple with distance, transmit
power, antenna height, and frequency values as the inputs to
the model. It is a modified power-law model that has antenna
height and frequency correction factors which can easily be
customized for the different environment [61]. Generally,
the model is composed of two parts. Part one is an area-to
area prediction and is useful for the prediction of PL typically
over a flat terrain leaving out the configuration of the terrain.
It is important to note that in hilly regions, the area-to-area
prediction becomes inadequate. On the other hand, the second
part still makes use of the area-to-area prediction as a base and
added the capability of point-to-point prediction, to solve the
problem due to hilly regions. Large errors do arise due to the
application of the model in a non-terrain.
The model was designed to operate at 900 MHz fre-

quency [78] but does include a frequency adjustment fac-
tor which is useful for analytically increasing the frequency
range [79]. For the area-to-area prediction, a 1 km range is
used as reference median PL illustrated as Lo, the slope of
the PL curve γ in dB, and adjustment factor F0. The median
PL at distance d , is given by (31)

PLLee (d) = Lo + γ log10 d − 10 log10 F0 (31)

The adjustment factor F0 comprises of several factors which
are illustrated as (32):

F0 = F1F2F3F4F5 (32)

where F1 represents the correction factor for BS antenna
height, the respective correction factors for the base station

antenna height (hte), F2 is the BS antenna gain (Gte), cor-
rection factor, F3 is the MS antenna height (hre), correction
factor, F4 is the frequency (f ) adjustment factor, and the F5
represent the MS antenna gain (Gre) correction factor. The
values are as in [80] and shown in (33a)-(33e) as:

F1 =

(

hte (m)

30.48

)2

=

(

hte

(

ft

100

))2

(33a)

F2 =
Gte

4
(33b)

F3 =















(

hre (m)

3

)2

, if hm (m) > 3
(

hre (m)

3

)

, if hm (m) < 3
(33c)

F4 =

(

f

900

)−n

for 2 < n < 3 (33d)

F5 =
1

Gre
(33e)

where Gre represent the antenna receiver gain relative to a
halfwave dipole.

The computation of the reference PL along a range of 1 km
is given in (34)

L0 = Gte + Gre + 20(log λ − log d) − 22 (34)

where λ is the wavelength in meters.
For the point-to-point prediction, the PL is given by (35)

PLLee (d) = Lo + γ log10 d − 10
(

log10 F0 − 2 log

×

(

HET

30

))

(35)

where HET , is the effective height of the terrain in meters.

I. EGLI PATH LOSS MODEL

The model was derived by Egli [81], [82] based on the
acquired real data of Ultra-high frequency (UHF) and Very
high frequency (VHF) transmissions in numerous large cities.
It is a terrain model for radiofrequency propagation at a
frequency range of 90 MHz - 1GHz, suitable for mobile
communication systems where LoS occurs between a fixed
BS antenna and that of a mobile antenna [81], that is, more
useful for LoS transmission. It applies to scenarios where
signals are transmitted over irregular terrain. However, it is
not suitable in terrain with vegetative obstructions. The PL
is produced as a single quantity without subdividing the
losses none consider the diffraction losses due to propagation
over terrains that are irregular [83]. The model operates at
distances less than 60 km [84]. The model PL [85] is given
by (36a) for hre ≤ 10m and (36b) where hre ≥ 10m;

PLEgli = 20 log (fc) + 40 log (d) − 20 log (hte)

+ 76.3 − 10 log (hre) (36a)

PLEgli = 20 log (fc) + 40 log (d) − 20 log (hte)

+ 85.9 − 20 log (hre) (36b)
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J. LOG-NORMAL SHADOWING MODEL

The log-distance path loss model [86] was derived as an
extension of the Friis free space model, which is used for
prediction of propagation loss for a wider area [87], [88].
Unfortunately, the log-distance path loss model does not
consider the shadowing effects due to the changing degrees
of clutter between the BS and the receiver [43]. It assumes the
PL variations occurs exponentially with respect to distance,
and the PL in dB is illustrated by (37):

PL (d) = PL (d0) + 10n log

(

d

d0

)

(37)

where d illustrates the transmitter and receiver separation
distance in meters, n represents the path loss exponent (PLE),
while d0, is the close-in reference distance in meters, and
usually at a distance close to the antenna of the transmitter,
and outside the near field. PL (d0), is obtained using the
FSPL (3), while PLE differs due to environments, and it is
calculated as given in (38) using empirical data.

n =
PL (d) − PL (d0)

10 log
(

(d)
(d0)

) (38)

On the other hand, the log-normal Shadowing Model
accounted for the shadowing effect of the signal transmission,
by adding X , a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with
standard deviation σ expressed in dB as given in the (39).
This model is a log-normal distribution (Gaussian distribu-
tion about the distance-dependent mean of the equation),
which defines the random shadowing effects that ensue over
numerous measurement locations with the same BS and MS
separation distance but with diverse levels of clutter on the
path of propagation [89].

PL (d) = PL (d0) + 10n log

(

d

d0

)

+ Xσ (39)

where PL (d0) represents the reference PL measured at the
reference distance d0, n is PLE and Xσ , is the shadowing
effects. Furthermore, the n value is dependent on the spe-
cific propagation of the environment. Table 5 illustrates a
typical PLE value acquired in the mobile communications
environment [90]:

TABLE 5. Typical path loss exponent values [90].

Other research such as [91] had suggested the applica-
tion of the log-normal shadowing model with two different
slopes as well as deviation values. The breakpoint distance db,

separates the two slopes of the model. The experiment indi-
cated a superior prediction accuracy of the two slopes logs
normal model near ground scenarios. Equation (40) expresses
the model as:

PL (di)

=















PL (db) + 10n1 log

(

di

db

)

+ Xσ1, di ≤ db

PL (db+1) + 10n2 log

(

di

db+1

)

+ Xσ2, di > db

(40)

Generally, in the case of LOS scenarios, the breakpoint
distance is estimated as given by (41):

db =
4hrehte

λ
(41)

The descriptions of the two slopes are done before and after
the breakpoint db, which are usually determined by measure-
ments carried out close to the transmitter. Likewise, the selec-
tion of the reference PL (PL (db), and PL (db+1)) were done
before and after the breakpoint, respectively.

K. BLOCKED LoS (NLoS) MODEL

This model was the first to be reviewed for mmWave frequen-
cies by [92]. The model modified the FSPL by accounting for
shadow loss as a result of obstructions with the addition of
attenuation of 25dB [93]. The model is considered a simple
model since the possible losses were easily accounted for by
the addition of a constant parameter. The PL model in dB is
expressed by (42):

PL (d) = 20 log d + 20 log f + 20 log

(

4π

0.3

)

+ 25 (42)

L. 3RD GENERATION PARTNERSHIP PROJECT (3GPP)

1) SPATIAL CHANNEL MODEL (SCM)

This model was developed in 2011 by 3GPP for cellular
MIMO system [94] for the frequency range 1 GHz to 3 GHz.
The model considered three scenarios including Suburban
Macrocell (SMa), Urban Macrocell (UMa) both for BS and
MS distance of 3 km, and Urban Microcell (UMi) for BS
and MS distance of 1 km. The SMa and UMa scenarios took
an assumption that the BS antenna heights are above that of
rooftop height. While the UMi assumed that the BS antenna
and that of the rooftop are the same. The PL models for the
three scenarios are as follows:
The COST 231 Hata urban model was modified for SMa

and UMa as given in (43):

PL = (44.9 − 6.55 log (hte)) log

(

d

1000

)

+45.5

+ (35.46 − 1.1hre) log f − 13.82 log hte+0.7hre+Cm

Cm =

{

0 dB for SMa

3 dB for Uma
(43)

where hte, hre, f , d are as stated previously. C is a constant
factor
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The COST 231 Walfish-Ikegami model was modified for
both the UMi NLoS and UMi LoS model with the following
parameters: 12.5m hte, building height 12m, the distance
between buildings is 50m, street width 25m, 1.5m hre. The
PL models are given in (44) and (45) respectively:

PL = −55.9 + 38∗ log d +

(

24.5 + 1.5∗ f

925

)∗

log f

(44)

PL = −35.4 + 26∗ log d + 20∗ log f (45)

2) 3GPP TR 36.873

3GPP took a study on the 3D channel model for 4G
(LTE) [95] for the frequency range 2 GHz – 6 GHz for
such scenarios as three-dimension Urban Microcell (3D-
UMi) that has a high density of MS and BS is lower than
surrounding structures. Three-dimension Urban Macrocell
(3D-UMa) also with a high density of MS, but the BS is
taller than the structures. Three-dimension Urban Macrocell
(3D-UMa-H) which has a high density of high-rise structures.
Indoor Hotspot cell (3D-InH). The BS height varies between
10m to 35m while the MS height differs too. The distribution
of the shadow fading (SF) is log-normal, and its standard
deviation for each scenario. Figure 3 indicates the distance
definition:

FIGURE 3. Distance definition of d2D and d3D for outdoor models.

The models are further divided using the separation
between the BS (hte) and MS (hre), usually with the range
of 10m, d ′

BP and 5000m. Breakpoint distance (d ′
BP) was

defined by [96], [97], and given by (46a). The PL for the
various scenarios is expressed as:

d ′
BP = 4h′

teh
′
re

f [GHz]

c
(46)

h′
te = hte − 1m (46a)

h′
re = hre − 1m (46b)

where c is the speed of light, h′
te, and h

′
re, are the effective

antenna heights at the BS and the MS, respectively.
For the 3D-UMi (LoS)

PL1 = 22log (d3d ) + 28 + 20 log (f ) (47)

where σSF is 3, distance range is 10m < d2D < d ′
BP

and default values for BS (hte) and MS (hre) is 10m and

1.5m ≤ hre ≤ 22.5m respectively, and

PL2 = 40 log (d3D) + 28+20 log (f ) − 9 log (
(

d ′
BP

)2

+ (hte − hre)
2) (48)

where σSF is 3dB, distance range is d ′
BP < d2D < 5000m and

default values for BS (hte) and MS (hre) is 10m and 1.5m ≤

hre ≤ 22.5m respectively.
For the 3D-UMi (NLoS) (hexagonal cell Layout)

PL = max
(

PL3D−UMi−NLOS,PL3D−UMi−LOS

)

PL3D−UMi−NLOS = 36.7 log (d3D) + 22.7

+ 26 log f − 0.3 (hre − 1.5) (49)

where σSF is 4, distance range is d ′
BP < d2D < 2000m and

antenna height default values for BS (hte) andMS (hre) is 10m
and 1.5m ≤ hre ≤ 22.5m respectively.
For the 3D-UMa (LoS), the PL model is the same with

3D-UMi (LoS) but with different parameter values, as stated
in (50) and (51).

PL1 = 22log (d3d ) +28 + 20 log (f ) (50)

where σSF is 4, distance range is 10m < d2D < d ′
BP, default

values for BS (hte) and MS (hre) is 25m and 1.5m ≤ hre ≤

22.5m respectively.

PL2 = 40 log (d3D) + 28+20 log (f ) − 9 log (
(

d ′
BP

)2

+ (hte − hre)
2) (51)

where σSF is 4, distance range is d ′
BP < d2D < 5000m,

default values for BS (hte) and MS (hre) is 10m and 1.5m ≤

hre ≤ 22.5m respectively.
For the 3D-UMa (NLoS)

PLNLOS = 161.04 − 7.1 log (W ) + 7.5 log (h)

−

(

24.37 − 3.7

(

h

hte

)2
)

log hte

+ (43.42 − 3.1 log hte) (log (d3D) − 3)

+ 20 log f −

(

3.2 (log 17.625)2 − 4.97
)

− 0.6 (hre − 1.5) (52)

where σSF is 6, distance range is 10 < d2D < 5000m and
antenna height default values for BS (hte) andMS (hre) is 25m
and 1.5m ≤ hre ≤ 22.5m respectively. h (average building
height) is 20m,W (street width) is 20m. Applicability ranges
are 5m < h < 50m, 5m < W < 50m, 10m < hte < 150m,
1m < hre < 10m
For the 3D-RMa (LoS)

PL1 = 20 log

(

40πd3Df

3

)

+min
(

0.03h1.72, 10
)

log (d3D)

−min
(

0.044h1.72, 14.77
)

+ 0.002 log (h) d3D

(53)

PL2 = PL1 (d3D) + 40 log

(

d3D

dBP

)

(54)
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where DV =

{

PL1, 4dB (σSF ) ,10m < d2D < dBP
PL2, 6dB (σSF ) ,dBP < d2D < 5000m

,

the distance range is 10 < d2D < 5000m and antenna height
default values for BS (hte) and MS (hre) is 35m and 1.5m,

respectively. h (average building height) is 20m, W (street
width) is 5m. Applicability ranges are 5m < h < 50m,
5m < W < 50m, 10m < hte < 150m, 1m < hre < 10m.
The Breakpoint distance for 3D-RMa (LoS) is given as (52a)

dBP =
2πhtehref

c
(54a)

For the 3D-RMa (NLoS)

PL = 161.04 − 7.1 log (W ) + 7.5 log (h)

−

(

24.37 − 3.7

(

h

hte

)2
)

log hte

+ (43.42 − 3.1 log hte) (log (d3D) − 3)

+ 20 log f −

(

3.2 (log 11.75hre)
2 − 4.97

)

(55)

where σSF is 8, distance range is 10 < d2D < 5000m and
antenna height default values for BS (hte) andMS (hre) is 35m
and 1.5m, respectively. h (average building height) is 5m,
W (street width) is 20m. Applicability ranges are
5m < h < 50m, 5m < W < 50m, 10m < hte < 150m,
1m < hre < 10m.

3) 3GPP TR 38.901

3GPP took another study on channel modelling [98] for
frequency range 0.5 GHz – 100 GHz for such scenarios like
Urban Microcell (UMi)-street canyon or open area is similar
to the 3D-Umi scenario. The intension of the UMi is to cap-
ture real-life scenarios of a city. Urban Macrocell (UMa) is
also comparable to the 3D-UMa scenario and indoor scenar-
ios. As earlier said, the distribution of the σSF is log-normal,
and its standard deviation for each scenario. Figure 3 indicate
the distance definition as show above. The break point dis-
tance d ′

BP, dBP, h
′
te and h

′
re are as described above. The PL

models for the various scenarios is expressed as:
For UMi-street canyon (LoS)

PL1 = 32.4 + 21log (d3D) +20 log (fc) (56)

PL2 = 32.4 + 40 log (d3D) + 20 log f − 9.5 log
(

(

d ′
BP

)2

+

(

hte − hre)
2
))

(57)

where PLUMi−LOS =

{

PL1, 10m ≤ d2D ≤ d ′
BP

PL2, d
′
BP ≤ d2D ≤ 5000

, σSF =

4.0, the frequency range is 0.5 < f < 100GHz and antenna
height default values for BS (hte) and MS (hre) is 10m and
1.5m ≤ hUE ≤ 22.5m respectively.
For UMi-street canyon (NLoS)

PLUMi−NLOS = max
(

PLUMi−LOS,PL
′
UMi−NLOS

)

PL ′
UMi−NLOS = 35.3 log (d3D)

+ 22.4 + 21.3 log f − 0.3 (hre − 1.5)

(58)

where σSF is 7.82, distance range is 10 < d2D < 5000m and
antenna height default values for BS (hte) andMS (hre) is 10m
and 1.5m ≤ hre ≤ 22.5m ≤ respectively.
Optional PL with 1m reference distance

PL = 32.4 + 20 log f + 31.9 log (d3D) (59)

where σSF is 8.2.
For the 3GPP UMa (LoS)

PL1 = 28.0 + 22 log (d3D) + 20 log (fc) (60)

PL2 = 28 + 40 log (d3D) + 20 log f − 9 log
(

(

d ′
BP

)2

+

(

hte − hre)
2
))

(61)

where PLUMi−LOS =

{

PL1, 10m ≤ d2D ≤ d ′
BP

PL2, d
′
BP ≤ d2D ≤ 5000

, σSF =

4.0, the frequency range is 0.5 < f < 100GHz and antenna
height default values for BS (hte) and MS (hre) is 25m and
1.5m ≤ hUE ≤ 22.5m respectively.
For the 3GPP UMa (NLoS)

PLUMi−NLOS = max
(

PLUMi−LOS,PL
′
UMi−NLOS

)

PL ′
UMi−NLOS = 13.54 + 39.08 log (d3D)

+ 20 log f − 0.6 (hre − 1.5) (62)

where σSF is 6, distance range is 10 < d2D < 5000m and
antenna height default values for BS (hte) andMS (hre) is 25m
and 1.5m ≤ hre ≤ 22.5m ≤ respectively.
Optional PL with 1m reference distance

PL = 32.4 + 20 log f + 30 log (d3D) (63)

where σSF , is 7.8.
The model lacks measurement validation in some

cases [96].

M. 5G CHANNEL MODEL (5GCM)

This model was derived based on extensive measurement
campaigns as well as ray tracing results of other multiple
3D channel models by a collaboration of universities and
15 companies [99]. The study provided some extensibility
to the 3GPP TR 36.873 models [95] by accommodating a
higher frequency range up to 100 GHz as well as chan-
nel bandwidths in the range of 100 MHz to 2 GHz, other
requirements for the new 5G channel model are discussed
in [99]. The model was developed for a selective set of 5G
scenarios such as Urban Micro (UMi) Street Canyon and
Open Square with outdoor-to-outdoor (O2O) and outdoor-
to-indoor (O2I), UrbanMacro (UMa) with O2O and O2I, and
the Indoor (InH) - Open and closed Office, Shopping Malls.
The scenario descriptions are similar to those of the 3GPP.
Themodel considered three PLmodels namely the close-in

(CI) free space reference distance PL model [100]–[102]
the close-in free space reference distance model with
frequency-dependent path loss exponent (CIF) [103], and
the Alpha-Beta-Gamma (ABG) PL model [46], [103]–[105].
The PL models for the various scenarios at frequency range
6GHz < f < 100GHz are expressed as follow:
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For the 5GCM UMi-street canyon (LoS)

PL = 32.4 + 21 log (d3D) + 20 log (f ) (64)

Using the CI model with 1m reference distance and where
σSF is 3.76
For 5GCM UMi-Street canyon NLoS

PL1 = 32.4 + 31.7 log (d3D) + 20 log (f ) (65)

Using the CI model with 1m reference distance and where
σSF is 8.09

PL2 = 32.4 log (d3D) + 22.4 + 21.3 log (f ) (66)

Using the ABG model and where σSF is 7.82
5GCM UMi-Open Square LoS

PL1 = 32.4 + 28.9 log (d3D) + 20 log f (67)

Using the CI model with 1m reference distance and where
σSF is 7.1

PL2 = 41.4 log (d3D) + 3.66 + 24.3 log f (68)

Using the ABG model and where σSF , is 7.0.

N. METIS MODEL

Mobile and Wireless Communications Enablers for the
Twenty-twenty Information Society is a European Union-
sponsored research project [106]. The model consists of
a stochastic, map-based, hybrid model (derived from both
stochastic and map-based model) in the provision of a scal-
able channel model, and it was developed based on the 3D
ray-tracing principles [107]. The model accommodated prop-
agation scenarios such as UMi and UMa (O2O, O2I), RMa,
Indoor, Highway for frequency ranges of 0.8 to 60 GHz.
The METIS adapted some existing models for most of
these various scenarios, as stated in Table 7-1 of [106].
Some of the models comprise breakpoints distance dBP
based on sub-6 GHz work [96]. A scaling factor is used
for the LoS scenarios, therefore, the dBP (m) is given
in (69):

dBP = 0.87 exp

(

−
log f

0.65

)

4 (hte − 1m) (hre − 1m)

λ
(69)

The ITU-R UMi path loss model was modified to derive
the METIS UMi model that covers a radio frequency range
from 0.8 to 60 GHz. Other parameters like the power decay
constant before and after the breakpoint, n1 and n2 are 2.2 and
4.0 respectively, while the σSF is 3.1 and the PL0 is the PL
offset given by (70).

PL0 = −13.8 log f + 3.34 (70)

Therefore, the modified PLs are given as:

PL1 (d1) = 10n1 log (d1) + 28 + 20 log f + PL0 (71)

For 10m < d ≤ dBP, frequency range 0.8 < f < 60GHz,
σSF is 3.1, hte is 10m, and 1.5m ≤ hre ≤ 22.5m and

PL2 (d1) = 10n2 log (d1) + 7.8 − 18 log (htehre)

+2 log f + PL0 (dBP) (72)

For dBP < d ≤ 500m, frequency range 0.8 < f < 60GHz,
σSF is 3.1, hte is 10m, and 1.5m ≤ hre ≤ 22.5m
For the METIS UMi model NLoS model:

PL = max (PLUMi−LOS (d3D)) ,PLUMi−NLOS (d3D))

PLNLOS = 36.7 log10 (d3D)+23.15+26 log10 (f )−0.3 (hre)

(73)

For 10m < d2D ≤ 2000m, frequency range 0.45 < f <

6GHz, σSF is 4.0, hte is 10m, and 1.5m ≤ hre ≤ 22.5m.

O. IMT–ADVANCED CHANNEL MODEL

The model was released in 2009 by the ITU-R [108], which
accommodates a frequency range of 2 GHz to 6 GHz. The
model is based on WINNER models. The PL model was
derived for propagation scenarios such as InH, UMi, UMa,
and RMa by conducting measurement campaigns with refer-
ences to [109]–[113] and also results from the literature. For
the Rural scenario, the model is applicable for the frequency
range from 450 MHz to 6 GHz. The PL models for various
scenarios are given as:

For IMT-UMi LoS

PL1 = 22. log (d) + 28.0 + 20 log (f ) (74)

PL2 = 40 log (d1) + 7.8 − 18 log
(

h′
te

)

− 18 log
(

h′
re

)

+2 log (f ) (75)

where PLLOS =

{

PL1, 10m ≤ d1 ≤ d ′
BP

PL2, d
′
BP ≤ d1 ≤ 5000

, σSF is 3 for both,

the frequency range is 2 < f < 6GHz and antenna height
default values for BS (hte) and MS (hre) is 10m and 1.5m,

respectively.
For IMT-UMi NLoS
Manhattan grid layout:

PL = min (PL (d1, d2) ,PL (d2, d1)) (76)

where

PL (dk , dl) = PLLOS (dk) + 17.9 − 12.5nj
+10nj log (dl) + 3 log f (76a)

And

nj = max (2.8 − 0.0024dk , 1.84) (76b)

Note that the PL is applied when 0 < min (d1, d2) < w
2 For

10m < d1 + d2 ≤ 5000m, frequency range 2 < f < 6GHz,
σSF is 4.0, h′

te is 10m, and hre is 1.5m, w2 < min (d1, d2) is
20 m (street width)

Hexagonal cell layout:

PL = 36.7 log (d) + 22.7 + 26 log f (77)
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For 10m < d ≤ 2000m, frequency range 2 < f < 6GHz,
σSF is 4.0, hte is 10m, and hre, is 1-2.5m.
For IMT-UMa LoS
The PL models are the same with the IMT-UMi LoS but

with different parameter values which are σSF is 4.0 for
both and the default values for BS (hte) is 25m while hre
remain 1.5m
For IMT-UMa NLoS
The 3GPP 3D-RMa NLoS PL model was adopted here but

with σSF as 6.0, hte as 25m, h (average building height) as
20m. the applicability ranges remain the same also.
For IMT-SMa LoS
The 3GPP 3D-RMa (LoS) was adopted but h as10m,

W as 20m, all other parameter values and applicability ranges
remain the same.
For IMT-SMa (NLoS)
The 3GPP 3D-RMa (NLoS) was adopted but with h as

10m, all other parameter values and applicability ranges
remain the same.

For the IMT-RMa (LoS)
The 3GPP 3D-RMa (LoS) was adopted but with dBP ≤

d ≤ 10000m, while the applicability ranges of h, W , hte and
hre are the same as the 3D UMa NLoS.
For the IMT-RMa (NLoS)
The 3GPP 3D-RMa (NLoS) was adopted with all the

parameter values, and applicability ranges remain the same.

P. mmMAGIC

In July 2015, the European Commission’s 5G Public-
Private Partnership (PPP) program sponsored a project
known as Millimeter–Wave Based Mobile Radio Access
Network for Fifth Generation Integrated Communications
(mmMAGIC) [114] intending to develop an ideal concept for
mobile. The scenarios are consistent with that of the 5GCM
or 3GPP models but with the addition of Indoor, Airport,
stadium, and Metro station.
For mmMAGIC UMi-Street canyon LoS, the ABG PL

model was adapted, but the parameter values are different.
The PL is given by (78) as:

PL = 19.2log(d3D) + 32.9 + 20.8log (fc) (78)

where σSF is 2.0, and the frequency range of 6 < f <

100GHz
For mmMAGIC UMi-Street canyon NLoS;

PL = 45.0log(d3D) + 31.0 + 20.0log (fc) (79)

where σSF , is 7.82, and frequency range 6 < f < 100GHz

Q. MiWEBA

The Millimeter-Wave Evolution for Backhaul and Access
(MiWEBA) [115] project was a 3D channel model instituted
for the 60 GHz frequency band that will be proficient at
supporting beamforming at the transmitter and addressing
other different challenges. Such challenges as spatial consis-
tency, shadowing, environment dynamics, antenna polariza-
tion. The research focused more on device-to-device (D2D),

backhaul, mobile access (University campus, street canyon,
hotel lobby) [98], [116]. The model is a combination of
measurement-based parameters and other existing models,
making it a hybrid model. The street canyon access PL model
is given by (80) as:

PL = α + n10 log

(

d

d0

)

(80)

where PL0 is 82.02dB, n is 2.36 and d0 is 5m

R. WINNER CHANNEL MODELS

1) WINNER I

The Wireless World Initiative New Radio (WINNER) ini-
tiated a project known as WINNER Work Package 5
(WP5) intending to model a wideband multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) channel at 5 GHz frequency range.
Measurement campaigns were performed at 2 and 5 GHz
for multiple scenarios such as UMi, UMa, RMa, SMa, small
indoor office, and stationary feeder links [117]. The derived
WINNER PL model has a form as given in (81), where
A includes the PLE parameter and parameter B is the inter-
cept. The derived PL models for various scenarios are as:

PLWI = A log (d) + B (81)

Therefore, for the WINNER I-UMi (LoS):

PL = 22.7log(d [m]) + 41.0 (82)

where σSF is 2.3 and applicability range of 10m < d < 650m.
For the WINNER I-UMi (NLoS):

PL=0.096(d1 [m])+65+(28 − 0.024d1 [m]) log (d2 [m])

(83)

where σSF is 3.1 and applicability range of 10m < d1 <

550m and w
2 < d2 < 450m. w is the LoS street width,

d1 is distance along main street , and d2, is the perpendicular
street distance.

For the WINNER I-SMa (LoS):

PL1 = 23.8log(d) + 41.6 (84)

PL2 = 40.0 log

(

d

dBP

)

+41.6 + 23.8 log (dBP) (85)

where the applicability range and σSF are
{

PL1, 30m ≤ d ≤ dBP, σSF is 4

PL2, dBP ≤ d ≤ 5000, σSF is 6

and hte is 11.7m
For the WINNER I-SMa (NLoS)

PL = 40.2 log (d [m]) + 27.7 (86)

where σSF is 8.0 and applicability range of 50m < d <

5000m
For the WINNER I-UMa (NLoS)

PL = 35.0log(d [m]) + 38.4 (87)
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where σSF is 8.0 and applicability range of 50m < d <

5000m
For the WINNER I-RMa (LoS)

PL1 = 21.5log(d [m]) + 44.6 (88)

PL2 = 40.0 log

(

d

dBP

)

+44.6 + 21.5 log (dBP) (89)

where the applicability range and σSF are
{

PL1, 30m ≤ d ≤ dBP, σSF is 3.5

PL2, dBP ≤ d ≤ 10km, σSF is 6

and hte is 19 - 25m
For the WINNER I-RMa (LoS)

PL = 25.1 log (d [m]) + 55.8 (90)

where σSF is 8.0 and applicability range of 30m < d < 10km

2) WINNER II

The aim of the WINNER II [118] was to develop a sole
ubiquitous RAT that will be adaptable to various scenarios
of mobile communication systems. The concept of channel
modelling of WINNER I was optimized in WINNER II to
set new multidimensional channel models with extended fre-
quency ranges as well as a broader propagation scenario. The
propagation scenarios include bad Umi, indoor-to-outdoor
(I2O), bad UMa, O2I, BS feeder link to fixed relay station
(FRS), and moving networks BS to mobile relay station
(MRS), MRS to the mobile station (MS).

The PL models for the different scenarios were developed
based on measurement campaigns and open literature results.
The models are applicable within the frequency range from
2 – 6 GHz as well as various antenna heights. The derived
WINNER PL model has a form as given in (91).

PLWII = A log (d [m]) + B+ C log

(

f

5.0

)

+ X (91)

where A is inclusive of PLE, B is the intercept, C illus-
trates the PL frequency dependence, and X is an optional,
environment-specific term, and the free space PL used is
given as (92), and the derived PLmodels for various scenarios
are shown in the subsequent s as;

PL free = 20 log (d) + 46.4 + 20 log

(

f

5.0

)

(92)

For the WINNER II-UMi (LoS):

PL1 = 22.7 log (d [m]) + 41 + 20 log

(

f

5.0

)

(93)

PL2 = 40.0 log (d1) + 9.45 − 17.3 log
(

h′
te

)

− 17.3 log
(

h′
re

)

+ 2.7 log

(

fc

5.0

)

(94)

where the applicability range and σSF are
{

PL1, 10m ≤ d1 ≤ d ′
BP, σSF is 3

PL2, d ′
BP ≤ d1 ≤ 5000, σSF is 3,

hte is 10m and hre is 1.5m

For the WINNER II-UMi and WINNER II Bad-UMi
(NLoS):

PL = min (PL (d1, d2) ,PL (d2, d1)) (95)

where

PL = (dk , dl) = PLLOS (dk) + 20 − 12.5nj

+10nj log (d1) + 3 log

(

fc

5.0

)

(95a)

and nj = max (2.8 − 0.0024dk , 1.84) ,PLLOS is WINNER
II-UMi (LoS) scenario, k, lǫ {1, 2}, σSF is 4, applicability
range of 10m < d1 < 5000m and w

2 < d2 < 2000m.
w is 20 m (street width), hte is 10m and hre is 1.5m when
0 < d2 < w

/

2.
For WINNER II-SMa (LoS):

PL1 = 23.8 log (d [m]) + 41.2 + 20 log

(

f

5.0

)

(96)

PL2 = 40.0 log (d1) + 11.65 − 16.2 log (hte)

− 16.2 log (hre) + 3.8 log

(

fc

5.0

)

(97)

where the applicability range and σSF are
{

PL1, 30m ≤ d ≤ d ′
BP, σSF is 4

PL2, dBP ≤ d ≤ 5000, σSF is 6,

hte is 25m and hre is 1.5m
For WINNER II-SMa (NLoS):

PL = (44.9 − 6.55 log (hte)) log (d) + 31.46

+5.83 log (hte) + 23 log

(

fc

5.0

)

(98)

where σSF is 8, applicability range of 50m < d < 5000m,
hte is 25m, and hre, is 1.5m.

For WINNER II-UMa (LoS):

PL1 = 26 log (d [m]) + 39 + 20 log

(

f

5.0

)

(99)

PL2 = 40.0 log (d1) + 13.47 − 14.0 log (hte)

− 14.0 log (hre) + 6.0 log

(

fc

5.0

)

(100)

where the applicability range and σSF are
{

PL1, 10m ≤ d ≤ d ′
BP, σSF is 4

PL2, d ′
BP ≤ d ≤ 5000, σSF is 6,

hte is 25m and hre is 1.5m
ForWINNER II-UMa andWINNER II Bad-UMa (NLoS):

PL = (44.9 − 6.55 log (hte)) log (d) + 34.46

+5.83 log (hte) + 23 log

(

fc

5.0

)

(101)

where σSF is 8, applicability range of 50m < d < 5000m,
hte is 25m, and hre, is 1.5m.
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For WINNER II-RMa and Moving Network (LoS):

PL1 = 21.5 log (d [m]) + 44.2 + 20 log

(

f

5.0

)

(102a)

PL2 = 40.0 log (d1) + 10.5 − 18.5 log (hte)

− 18.5 log (hre) + 1.5 log

(

fc

5.0

)

(102b)

where the applicability range and σSF are
{

PL1, 10m ≤ d ≤ dBP, σSF is 4

PL2, dBP ≤ d ≤ 10km, σSF is 6,

hte is 25m and hre is 1.5m
For WINNER II-RMa (NLoS):

PL = 25.1 log (d) + 55.4 − 0.13 (hte − 25) log
(

d
/

100
)

−0.9 (hre − 1.5) + 21.3 log

(

fc

5.0

)

(103)

where σSF is 8, applicability range of 50m < d < 5000m, hte
is 32m, and hre, is 1.5m.
The WINNER II PL models were based on measurement

data obtained mainly from frequency range 2 and 5 GHz but
were extended to 2 – 6 GHz frequency range with the aid of
PL frequency coefficient C.

3) WINNER +

The WINNER+ WP5 Channel models are an extension
of the initial WINNER and WINNER II channel mod-
els. The channel model adopted the same Geometry-based
Stochastic (GSCM) approach like that of the WINNER II
models [119]. The model widens the application frequency
ranges from 450 MHz to 6 GHz with up to 100 MHz RF
bandwidth. The model is useful at the link level as well as
the system-level evaluation performance.
The PL models for the different scenarios, such as the

NLoS case hexagonal layout and Manhattan layout, were
developed based on measurement campaigns and open lit-
erature results, leading to improving the zenith dimension
parameters for the indoor, O2I (UMi and UMa), UMi, UMa,
and SMa. The models are applicable within the frequency
range from 0.45 – 6 GHz, as well as various antenna heights.
The derived WINNER PL models are given in the equations
that follow as:
For the WINNER+ -UMi (LoS):

PL1 = 22.7log (d) + 27.0 + 20.0 log (f ) (104)

PL2 = 40.0 log (d) + 7.56 − 17.3 log
(

h′
te

)

− 17.3log
(

h′
re

)

+ 2.7 log f (105)

where the applicability range and are
{

PL1, 10m < d < d ′
BP

PL2, d ′
BP ≤ d ≤ 5km,

σSF is 3dB for both, hte is 10m, and hre, is 1.5m.
For Manhattan grid layout (NLoS):

PL = min (PL (d1, d2) ,PL (d2, d1)) (106)

where

PL (dk , dl) = PLLOS (dk) + 17.3 − 12.5nj
+10nj log (dl) + 3 log f (106a)

And

nj = max (2.8 − 0.0024dk , 1.84) (106b)

For applicability range of 10m < d1 < 5km, w2 < d2 ≤ 2km,
σSF is 4.0, hte is 10m, and hre is 1.5m,w is 20m (street width).
Note that the PL is applied when 0 < min (d1, d2) < w

2 or
hexagonal cell Layout (NLoS),

At Frequency range 0.45 – 1.5 GHz

PL = (44.9 − 6.55 log (hte)) log (d) + 16.33

+5.83 log (hte) + 26.16 log (f ) (107)

At Frequency range 1.5 – 2.0 GHz

PL = (44.9 − 6.55 log (hte)) log (d) + 14.78

+5.83 log (hte) + 34.97 log (f ) (108)

At Frequency range 2.0 – 6.0 GHz

PL = (44.9 − 6.55 log (hte)) log (d) + 18.38

+5.83 log (hte) + 23 log (f ) (109)

where σSF is 4, applicability range of 10m < d < 2km, hte is
10m and hre is 1.5m
For the WINNER+ SMa (LoS):

PL1 = 23.8log (d) + 27.2 + 20.0 log (f ) (110)

PL2 = 40.0 log (d) + 9.0 − 16.2 log (hte)

− 16.2 log (hre) + 3.8 log f (111)

where the applicability range and are
{

PL1, 30m < d < dBP, σSF is 4

PL2, dBP ≤ d ≤ 5km, σSF is 6,

hte is 25m, and hre, is 1.5m.
For the WINNER+ SMa (NLoS):
At Frequency range 0.45 – 1.5 GHz

PL = (44.9 − 6.55 log (hte)) log (d) + 13.33

+5.83 log (hte) + 26.16 log (f ) (112)

At Frequency range 1.5 – 2.0 GHz

PL = (44.9 − 6.55 log (hte)) log (d) + 11.78

+5.83 log (hte) + 34.97 log (f ) (113)

At Frequency range 2.0 – 6.0 GHz

PL = (44.9 − 6.55 log (hte)) log (d) + 15.38

+5.83 log (hte) + 23 log (f ) (114)

where σSF is 8, applicability range of 50m < d < 5km, hte is
25m and hre is 1.5m
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For the WINNER+ UMa (LoS):

PL1 = 26.0log (d) + 25.0 + 20.0 log (f ) (115)

PL2 = 40.0 log (d) + 9.27 − 14.0 log
(

h′
te

)

− 14.0 log
(

h′
re

)

+ 6.0 log f (116)

where the applicability range and are
{

PL1, 10m < d < d ′
BP, σSF is 4

PL2, d ′
BP ≤ d ≤ 5km, σSF is 6,

hte is 25m and, hre, is 1.5m.
For the WINNER+ UMa (NLoS):
At Frequency range 0.45 – 1.5 GHz

PL = (44.9 − 6.55 log (hte)) log (d) + 16.33

+5.83 log (hte) + 26.16 log f (117)

At Frequency range 1.5 – 2.0 GHz

PL = (44.9 − 6.55 log (hte)) log (d) + 14.78

+5.83 log (hte) + 34.97 log (f ) (118)

At Frequency range 2.0 – 6.0 GHz

PL = (44.9 − 6.55 log (hte)) log (d) + 18.38

+5.83 log (hte) + 23 log (f ) (119)

where σSF is 8, applicability range of 10m < d < 5km, hte is
25m, and hre, is 1.5m.

S. CLOSE-IN FREE SPACE REFERENCE DISTANCE (CI)

PATH LOSS MODELS

The CI path loss models had been used for the estima-
tion of PL in various scenarios and environments for so
many years [90], [101], [120]. It is a generic all-frequency
model useful in describing the large-scale propagation PL.
Amazingly, it has been proven to be useful in modelling the
PL of a vast range of mmWave frequencies with good and
robust accuracy [121]–[123]. The model has a 1m free space
reference distance and very useful in modelling PL for UMa,
UMi, InH, and RMa scenarios [124].

The parameter of the attenuation is estimated by the PL
model as a function of carrier frequency and distance separa-
tion, which is known as fading behaviour [27]. Equation (120)
expresses the CI path loss model:

PLCI (f , d) [dB] = FSPL (f , d0)+10nlog10

(

d

d0

)

+XσCI

(120)

where PLCI (f , d) PL at discrete frequencies and transmit-
ter to receiver separation distance, n is PLE (illustrate PL
increases rate against distance). FSPL (f , d0) PL in dB at a
close-in (CI) distance, d0 is 1 m, XσCI is the modelling of
the shadow fading (SF) as a zero-mean Gaussian-distributed
random variable, σ symbolizes the standard deviation (shad-
owing effect). The Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE)
method is used for the derivation of PLE and minimum

standard deviation [125]. Since d0 is 1m as the reference
point, FSPL becomes (121):

FSPL (f , 1m) = 20log10

(

4π f

c

)

= 32.4 + 20log10 (f ) [dB] (121)

T. FLOATING-INTERCEPT (FI) MODEL

The FI path loss model [105], is also a single frequency
PL model, which is applicable in WINNER II [118] and
3GPP standards [101]. The FI path loss model relies on the
floating-intercept (α) and the line slope (β) to attain the
best least error fit of the accumulated PLs. FI is described
by (122):

PLFI (d) = α + 10βlog10 (d) + XFIσ (122)

where XFIσ is a model of the shadow fading as a zero-mean
Gaussian-distributed random variable with a standard devi-
ation of σFI . Just like the CI model, solving for α and

β is required to achieve σFI , for the MMSE is used as a
best-fit.

U. ALPHA-BETA-GAMMA (ABG) MODEL

ABG model [105] is a multifrequency (three-parameters) PL
model developed for the measurement of range of frequency
bands. It is a common all frequency models that define
large-scale propagation PL [122]. The model comprises of a
frequency and distance-dependent terms for the description of
PL at different frequencies. ABG can be used for a single fre-
quency modelling where the model is reverted to the existing
3GPP floating-intercept (AB) model with three parameters
with γ set to 0 or 2 [118], [121]. The parameter values of
α, β, γ and σ are attained from the measurement data using
closed-form solution. The ABG model references are 1m for
distance and 1 GHz for frequency. Equation (123) illustrates
the ABG model:

PLABG (f , d) = 10αlog10

(

d

d0

)

+ β + 10γ log10

(

f

f0

)

+XABGσ

where d ≥ 1m and f ≥ 1GHz (123)

where α and γ are constant coefficients indicating the effect
of frequency and distance on PL, β is denoted as an optimized
offset value for PL, f is the carrier frequency and XABGσ is a
Gaussian random variable with a standard deviation of σABG.
The ABG model is resolved by the MMSE method to reduce
σ by simultaneously calculating for α, β, and γ [125].

V. CI MODEL WITH A FREQUENCY-WEIGHTED PATH LOSS

EXPONENT (CIF)

The CIF uses the same motivated FSPL anchor at 1m just
like the CI model, it was developed for multifrequency PL
modelling that takes frequency dependency of the PL across a
variety of frequencies [126], [103]. Equation (124) illustrates
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the CIF model:

PLCIF (f , d) = FSPL (f , d0) + 10n

×

(

1+b

(

f −f0

f0

))

log (d)+XCIFσ (124)

where n is the distance dependence of PL (similar to the CI
model PLE), while b is a model parameter that notes the
PL linear frequency dependence of the model and f0, is a
reference frequency (fixed) that attends as the center of the
PLE linear frequency dependency [35].

W. NYUSIM

NYUSIM [127] was developed based on measurement
campaigns at multiple mmWave frequencies ranging from
28 GHz to 73 GHz. The measurement was carried out at
different outdoor environment and scenarios such as UMi,
UMa and RMa [97], [101], [103], [121], [128]–[131]. The
model is applicable for frequency ranges from 0.5 - 100 GHz
and 0 – 800 MHz RF bandwidths [127].
The CI path loss model with a 1 m reference distance

was modified by adding an attenuation term, which is due
to different atmospheric conditions of the environments. The
PL is given in (125):

PLNYU (f , d) = FSPL (f , 1m) + 10nlog10 (d)

+AT + XσCI (125)

AT [ dB] = α[dB
/

m] ∗ d[m] (125a)

where d ≥ 1m,AT is the atmospheric attenuation, α is
the frequency (1 GHz to 100 GHz) attenuation factor given
in dB/m, such as the collective attenuation effects of water
vapour, dry air, rain, oxygen and haze [132].

X. LONGLEY-RICE MODEL

The model was developed in 1967, where a computer-based
program was used to predict the median propagation loss
for irregular terrains [133], [134]. It is also referred to as
the Irregular Terrain Model (ITM) [135]. The model has
two parts: predictions across an area and the point-to-point
link prediction. The model can either use a detailed terrain
profile of the actual paths or a profile representative of a given
median terrain characteristic. The input parameters include
the BS and MS antenna heights (variable range of 0.5 to
3000m), carrier frequency (20MHz to 40GHz), polarization,
distance (1 to 2000 km), surface refractivity (250 to 400 N)
and a terrain profile of the transmission path, ground constant,
climate [80], [136]. Note that surface refractivity determines
the effective earth radius, which in turn becomes the tropo-
spheric scatter variable [136].
These regions are delineated by the model from the terrain

data and the location of the antennas. The model can easily be
customized for a broader range of applications because of its
ability to input various parameters. A few of the developed
excellent freeware programs that use the model are Radio
Mobile, SPLAT!, QRadioPredict, Pathloss 5, Probe, Tower-
Coverage.com, and Nautel.

1) DETERMINISTIC MODELS (THEORETICAL MODELS)

The model is based on the fundamental principles of EM
wave propagation. It employs the laws governing the EM
wave propagation to determine the strength of the signal
received at any specific scene using reflection and diffrac-
tion laws to estimate the signal strength and usually require
the 3D map of the proposed propagation area [137]. The
model applies to various scenarios without the accuracy been
altered. Unfortunately, the process is quite complicated and
lacks computational efficiency [138]. Some of the known
and widely used deterministic models for the prediction of
network coverage area are discussed.

a: WALFISCH-BERTONI (WB) MODEL

The WB Model considered the multiscreen diffraction atten-
uation of signals due to the rooftops as well as the buildings
to predict the average PL at the street level. The PL model is
made up of three factors which are: 1) the free space PL, 2) the
reductionQ (α) of the rooftop fields due to settling, 3) and the
diffraction effect of the rooftop fields [57]. The WB model
assumed a uniformed building height in the development of
the model [59]. The model is suitable for predicting PL for
frequency in the range of 800 MHz to 2 GHz. Equation (126)
illustrates the model with the required correction factors ideal
for the Urban environment.

PLWB = 89.5 + A+ 38 log (d) − 18 log (hte − hb)

+21 log (f ) (126)

And A is given in (126a)

A = 5 log

⌈

(

b

2

)2

+ (hb − hre)
2

⌉

− 9 log (b)

+20 log

{

tan−1
[

2 (hb − hre)

b

]}

(126a)

where hb is the building height, and b is the center-to-center
spacing of the buildings. The model is best suitable for build-
ings of equal heights, and this is a drawback as themodel does
not apply to suburban and rural scenarios [139].

b: RAY-TRACING TECHNIQUES

The technique is based on Geometrical Optics, an approxi-
mate method used for high-frequency levels estimation [33].
Geometrical Optics assumed the possibility of energy been
radiated through small tubes (known as rays, which are equiv-
alent to signal power) [140]. Rays are known to travel in
the direction of propagation in straight lines as long as the
channel’s relative refractive index is constant [33], [141]. This
provides the possibility of modelling cellular signals via ray
propagation.
The ray-tracing PL models are used for predicting the

process of the physical propagation of signals in a given
environment. It requires the building of the 3D topographic
database as well as the proper models for environment inter-
actions (such as the diffraction, scattering, and reflection
of the environments) [142]. Maxwell’s equations having an
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appropriate boundary are used for determining the multipath
propagation. However, due to the computational complexity,
the multipath effects are approximated using geometric equa-
tions. The method has been useful for the propagation char-
acteristic modelling in small cells (Microcells) [143], [144],
large cells [145], medium-sized cells (picocell) [146]. The
determination of the dominant ray paths of signal propaga-
tion is key to using ray-tracing PL to determine an accurate
PL prediction; this also makes the computational process
faster [147].
There are two main types of ray-tracing techniques,

namely, the image method [148]–[151] and the brute-force
ray-tracing method [33]. Other types had been developed,
such as a three-dimensional (3D) ray-tracing propagation
model [152], a hybrid three-dimensional (3-D) ray-tracing
algorithm [143]. Two-Ray Model (the received signal power
is illustrated in (127)), Dielectric Canyon (Ten-Ray Model),
General Ray Tracing (GRT) [153]. Some of the computer
programs combine aerial graphics or architectural drawing
to achieve the 3D geometric picture of the scenarios, and
such programs include Lucent’s Wireless Systems Engineer-
ing software (WiSE), Wireless Valley’s Site Planner and
Marconi’s Planet EV [2].

Pr (dBm)=Pt (dBm)+10 log (Gl)

+20 log (hrehte)−40 log (d) (127)

c: FINITE-DIFFERENCE TIME-DOMAIN (FDTD) MODEL

FDTD [154] is an alternative technique to estimate the radio
wave propagation by solving the Maxwell equations on a
discrete spatial and temporal grid. The model accommodated
the disadvantage of the Ray-tracing by accounting for all
reflections and diffractions in its formulation [155]. The
FDTD model is known for its higher accuracy, which can
also concurrently deliver a comprehensive solution for all the
points in the map, therefore, providing accurate and com-
plete signal coverage over a given area [33]. Unfortunately,
the model is computationally intensive, which require a high
time-consuming algorithm [156]. This model is suitable for
both indoor and outdoor scenarios [157]. Over the years,
researches have been made to reduce the computational time
and, in general, improve the model. More details can be found
in [158]–[163].

d: ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS (ANN)

ANN is an artificial intelligence technique as well as an
information processing system made up of interconnected
simple processing elements, which is designed to compute
a parallel distributed process to a specific task such as func-
tion approximation, prediction, optimization, control, among
others [164]. The ANN model [165] was developed using
the principles of feedforward neural networks (FNN) [166].
This model displayed better performance in solving issues
associated with mild nonlinearity as a result of noisy data by
using the FNN with sigmoidal activation functions. Unlike
the other deterministic models, ANN has a fast process of

predicting the signal strength due to the intrinsic parallelism,
which allows for a quick appraisal of the solutions [165].

ANN solves a given problem by determining the coeffi-
cients between the inputs and the outputs, that is, it makes
the connections between the two layers (input and output)
through a learning system. Various researches have shown the
successful performance of the PL prediction in rural [167],
suburban [168], urban [169] as well as indoor environments.
Data collected for the environments are usually used for the
training of the model to predict the PL. Therefore, measure-
ment data from various environments used for the training
process would lead to a more accurate model. The per-
formance is also determined by the chosen input parame-
ters [170]. Further discussions on other artificial intelligent
models or machine learning methods are available at [171].

V. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PROPAGATION MODELS

This section provides a summary study of the different path
loss models used for predicting the network coverage area,
and the models are classified based on factors such as fre-
quency range, type of terrain, mobile generation, as shown
in Table 6.

Cellular communication systems operate on different fre-
quency bands ranging from 450 MHz to 40 GHz. Each of
the mobile communication generations is assigned frequency
band to operate, the 1G uses frequency bands of 800 MHz to
900 MHz, 2G uses more and various frequency bands which
are 850MHz, 900 MHz, 1800 MHz and 1900 MHz (depend-
ing on the country of deployed). The 3G frequency bands are
800 MHz, 850 MHz, 900 MHz, 1700 MHz 1900 MHz, and
2100 MHz (also depends on the country of deployment).

The 4G has the same frequency band just like the 3G but
with the addition of 2300 MHz, 2500 MHz and 2600 MHz.
On the other hand, the 5G will be using Frequency range 1
(FR1). This includes all the 4G frequency range (450 MHz
to 6 GHz) and Frequency range 2 (FR2), which is from
24.25 GHz to 52.6 GHz.

The PL experienced by signals as it propagates from one
point (transmitter) to another point (receiver) over distance
are compared for the different PL models. The comparison
is grouped into three as shown in Table 7, comprising of PL
models, the carrier frequency as well the BS and MS heights.

The PL models are plotted against distance, the frequency
range in which the models were developed were considered
for the grouping. Figure 4 compared the Okumura Hata,
Ericsson 9999, COST231, Egli, and the ECC-33 model at
the stated frequency. Figure 5 compared the 3GPP-SCM,
WINNER I, TR 36.873 and ITU-R. These models were
designed for the frequency range of 2GHz to 6 GHz.
Figure 6 compared the Close-In, ABG and FI models. The
models were developed to predict coverage area for the
mmWave band, useful for 5G networks.

VI. EMERGING TECHNOLOGY

The development and advancement of the cellular commu-
nications network had been on a great increase. Apart from
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TABLE 6. Classification of the path loss models.

using the appropriate PL models to improve the quality of
signals, other concepts contribute to improving the commu-
nication network in general. Over the years, there has been

relentless pursuit to expand and increase the capacity of the
cellular networks to support higher data rates. Optimizing
the aspect of the communication system has been the focus
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TABLE 7. Simulation parameters and specifications.

FIGURE 4. Plot showing path loss Models against the distance of Group A.

FIGURE 5. Plot showing path loss Models against distance of Group B.

of designers, the process was initiated with multiplexing
techniques such as orthogonal frequency-division multi-
plexing (OFDM), adaptive coding techniques, beamforming
(MIMO), frequency reuse, advanced adaptivemodulation and
inter-cell coordination techniques [174]. Recently, the initia-
tion of reconfigurable intelligent surfaces (RIS), as well as
the advent of smart radio environment concept [173], has
given the opportunity to control the ambient environment

FIGURE 6. Plot showing path loss Models against distance of Group C.

thereby given us the partial control of the wireless channel
to deliver more satisfactory propagation characteristics.
Generally, reflection, mirroring and scattering effects had
been treated as uncontrollable phenomena and had been
modelled stochastically. However, with the advent of RIS,
these effects are rather considered as part of the parameters
of the system that could be optimized, this allows overcoming
various challenges of wireless communications.

The RIS concept is comparable to the massive MIMO
Comparing IRSs with massive MIMO [175] and other related
technologies, where improvement of spectral and energy effi-
ciencies was achieved by using large arrays of antennas for
5G networks, Hence, RIS is envisioned to be used for the
6G communication networks. The RIS tunes the propagation
environment for the communication which is different from
how massive MIMO operates [176], [177].

VII. CONCLUSION

Cell coverage area prediction is a vital and essential task in the
planning of any wireless radio access system. In most cases,
it may be challenging to estimate or determine how various
variables would affect signal propagation. Coverage predic-
tion makes use of various path loss (propagation) models
to determine the expected network characteristics, received
signal strength, area of coverage, and if the desired QoS has
been achieved. Path loss models are usually developed based
on the need for wireless networks to attain some goals.

Network coverage prediction has been used for easy
deployment of cellular networks over the years. Therefore,
detailed knowledge of the appropriate path loss model suit-
able for the proposed geographical area is needed to deter-
mine the coverage quality of any wireless network design.
However, to the best of our knowledge, despite the impor-
tance of Path loss models, as used for the prediction of
wireless network coverage, there does not exist any up to
date comprehensive survey in this field. Therefore, the pur-
pose of this paper is to survey the existing techniques and
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mechanisms which can be addressed in this domain. This
work presented a comprehensive and up to date survey of the
various network coverage prediction techniques, indicating
the various frequency ranges the models were developed
for. The various suitable terrains for each of the model and
the best suit mobile generation were presented. Likewise,
it has provided a comparative analysis to aid the planning and
implementation of cellular networks. Other path loss models
exist however, this survey only considered propagation mod-
els for large-scale fading and outdoor scenarios.
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